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THE ABILITY to detect and quantify changes in Earth’s3

environment using remote sensing is dependent upon sen-4

sors providing accurate and consistent measurements over time.5

A critical step in providing these measurements is establishing6

confidence and consistency between data from different sen-7

sors and putting the data onto a common radiometric scale.8

However, ensuring that this process can be relied upon long9

term and that there is a physical meaning to the information10

requires traceability to internationally agreed stable reference11

standards ideally tied to the international system of units (SI).12

This requires robust ongoing calibration, validation, stability13

monitoring, and quality assurance, all of which need to be un-14

derpinned and evidenced by comparisons involving a reference15

standard or sensor and a methodology with defined uncertainty16

(in an absolute or temporal sense). This process can be used to17

provide calibrations to other sensors (i.e., intercalibration).18

Intercalibration and comparisons between sensors have be-19

come a central pillar in calibration and validation strategies20

of national and international organizations. The Global Space-21

based Inter-Calibration System is an international collaborative22

effort initiated by the World Meteorological Organization and23

the Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites to mon-24

itor and harmonize data quality from operational weather and25

environmental satellites. The Infrared Visible Optical Sensors26

subgroup of the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites27

Working Group on Calibration and Validation extends this28

vision to include all Earth observation sensors and satellite29

operating agencies. Intercalibration techniques provide a prac-30

tical means of correcting biases between sensors and bridging31

any potential data gaps between noncontiguous sensors in a32

critical time series, and the intercalibration reference serves33

as a transfer standard. The promotion of the use of robust34

intercalibration techniques is expected to improve consistency35

between satellite instruments, reduce overall costs, and facili-36

tate accurate monitoring of planetary changes.37

This special issue focuses on how intercalibration and com-38

parison between sensors can provide an effective and con-39

venient means of verifying their postlaunch performance and40

correcting their measurement differences. The papers contained41

within this special issue include topics that explore pseu-42

doinvariant calibration sites, instrumented sites, simultaneous43

nadir observations and other ray-matching comparisons, lunar44

and stellar observations, deep convective clouds, liquid water45

clouds, Rayleigh scattering, and sunglint. The intercalibration46

results focused on rigorous quantification of bias and associated47
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sources of uncertainty from different sensors crucial for long- 48

term studies of Earth. There are 42 papers published in this 49

issue. Eight papers provide general overviews that address the 50

special issue topics, eleven papers pertain to intercalibration 51

of geostationary imagers, seven papers address spectral char- 52

acteristics in the context of intercalibration, nine papers deal 53

with intercalibration of low Earth orbit infrared and visible 54

optical sensors, and seven papers report the results from inter- 55

calibration of microwave instruments. The goal of this special 56

issue is to capture the state-of-the-art methodologies and results 57

from intercalibration of satellite instruments, including full 58

end-to-end uncertainty analysis. Accordingly, it will become a 59

reference anthology for the remote sensing community. 60
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